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The breakdown voltage in a coaxial electrode system with a geometru similar

tc the one used as a plasma focus1' is studied for two different discharge

conditions 1- a guasistatic condition in which the voltage applied on the

electrodes has a low rise time; and 2- an impulsive condition in which the voltage

is applied with a high rise time. The experiments were done for both situations in

a low pressure hydrogen atmosphere.

The coaxial electrode system used in these experiments was described

elsewe~e , and is schematized in figure la. It consists of central and outer

electrodes 17 mm and SO mm in diaineter respectively, both having a 70 mm

length. A pyrex pipe insulator with an effective length of 25 mm , is located at

the back between both electrodes. To see the influence of the insulator surface,

we worked with two different kinds of finishing: i- sand grated, and i i - polished.

Both electrodes mrm connected to a low inductance plane plate capacitor,

keeping the outer electrode to ground, and the center one to the positive potential

through a coaxial sparkgap switch.

The electrode system is located in a vacuum chamber which possibilitates

hydrogen filling with controlled low pressures ( 1 0 to 20 Torr ) necessary for

the experiments.

This experimental set up allowed to us to work in the two regimes mentioned

before (quasistatic and impulsive), maintaining the eleotrode geometry unaltered.

For the quasistatic experiments, we maintained the sparkgap switch

shortcircuited by putting both electrodes in contact as shown in figure lb. In this

case the electrodes directly support the capacitor charging voltage. The

breakdown voltage for each filling pressure was determined by the slow charging

of the capacitor ( ~ 10 V s ), with continuous voltage monitoring up to its

maximum value, reached in the moment of initiation of the discharge. In figure 2

the results for hydrogen *rm plotted for experiments between 10 and 20 Torr.

For impulsive experiments, the sparkgap switch is utilized to f i re the

discharge of the capacitor on the electrode system, after being charged up to
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VM»2ikV. The impedance of the plate plane capacitor, z » ( Lo/Co > 1 / 2 (where Lo

is the inductance and Co the capacity of the capacitor) is ~ 60 mft , giving a

discharge time duration of 175 ns This configuration gave a voltage rise time of

~ 10 1 2 V s"1

On the other hand, we must consider the relationship between the capacities

associated to the sparkgap CgG ( ~ 2xiO"2 pF ), and to the coaxial electrode

system CCE ( ~ 3.6 pF >, which is: CSG /CCE ~ 1/160 . This gave a maximum

static voltage on the electrodes Ve :

V. * <2ixiO3 Ccn/Crc) V ~ 117 V

when the capacitor was fully charged up to VM « 21 kV , just before sparkgap

firing.

This voltage Ve is well below any breakdown voltages observed in figure 2,

assuring the insulation condition in the interelectrodic space before the high

voltage wave arrival after the sparkgap switch firing.

In the impulsive case the voltage was measured by a fast resistive divider

directly connected to the electrodes. The voltage signal was registered in a 500

MHz oscilloscope, in which the maximum in the voltage traoe, or breakdown voltage,

could be recorded. The initiation of tha discharge (breakdown) was confirmed by

the simultaneous registery of the currant discharged, picked up by a Rogowskii

loop located at the back of tiie system, encircling the canter electrode as shown in

figure la. The beginning of currant circulation, detected by the Rogowskii loop,

always coincide with the beginning of the fal l of the voltage after reaching its

maximum.

The results for the impulsive experiments are plotted in figure 3. Observing

the the quasistatic results we found a behaviour similar to the Paschen law9, with

a minimum breakdown voltage for a certain pressure Po , with increasing voltage

for both, higher as well as lower values than Po. Furthermore a totally different

behaviour was found for the impulsive regime, where a continuously decreasing

breakdown voltage with increasing pressure was found, in the 10 to 20 Torr

range.

For both situations no difference oould be observed batiiaan the two

surfaoe finishings utilized.

we can now consider the behaviour of a plasma foous of similar geometry to

the one used in our experiment (operated with a storage energy in tha oapaoitor

bank of ~1 kJ ) . For such a system there was pinoh development for di sonar set

in hydrogen whan the filling pressure ranged between 0.5 to 10 Torr , with a
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maximum in its intesity, measured as the currant intensity current fal l in the

external discharge current , between 1 and 1.3 Tarr .

This range of pressure is the one for whioh the current sheath during the

breakdown has its maximum current density, and is developed closer to the

insulator surface . This breakdown evolution attached to the insulator surface,

was observed also through the silicon incorporation to the plasma , and atributed

to its removal from the insulator during the early stage of the plasma focus

discharge.

From figure 2 we can observe the coincidence between the range of

pressure < 1 to 1.5 Torr ) for minimum auasistatic breakdown voltage, with the

range of pressure for optimal plasma focus functioning .

In spite of the impulsive character of the discharge during the plasma foous

operation, the pressure optimization of its functioning for a given geometry is

apparently governed by the guasistatic breakdown voltage benaviour.
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Figure 1 a.

Experimental system.
Configuration used for
tiie impulsive regime.
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Figure 1 b.

system*
Configuration used for

the quasistatic regime.
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Figure 2. Br—kdnwn voltage versus pressure for the impulsive regime.
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Figure 3. Breakdown voltage versus pressure for the quasistatic regime.
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